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Charge mosaics on contact-electrified dielectrics
result from polarity-inverting discharges
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Charging of dielectrics on contact and separation has puzzled scientists and engineers for centuries. In a conventional view,
the charges emerging on the two surfaces derive from the properties of the contacting materials, are of opposite polarities and
are distributed approximately uniformly. However, a body of evidence has been mounting that contact electrification can also
produce heterogeneous charge distributions in the form of (+/-) charge mosaics on each of the surfaces—yet, despite many
attempts, no predictive model explaining the formation of mosaics at different length scales has been proposed; the main line
of thinking has been that they must reflect some spatial heterogeneity present in the contacting materials. Here we describe
experiments and theoretical models that prove a fundamentally different origin of mosaic formation: namely, not due to the
properties of the contacting materials but due to electrostatic discharges between the separating surfaces. In particular, as the
gap between the contact-charging surfaces grows, the threshold of the electric-field magnitude required for electrostatic discharge by Paschen’s law decreases, and eventually becomes lower than the electric field created in the gap by surface charges.
Once a discharge starts, it continues not only until neutralizing but also locally inverting the surface charges. It is then the
cycles of such discharges along the delamination front that give rise to the bipolar charge mosaics.

A

lthough the electrification of contacting dielectrics—the
so-called contact electrification (CE)1,2—is important in a
range of technological processes3–7 and is also responsible
for many economically relevant industrial hazards7–10, its mechanism remains one of the oldest, unsolved scientific puzzles11–13.
Irrespective of the nature of the charged species proposed to be
transferred during CE (electrons14,15, ions16,17 or miniscule particles18,19), conventional descriptions assume that the two contacting surfaces develop spatially homogeneous distributions of
opposite-polarity charges—this line of thinking has substantiated
numerous efforts20,21 to construct the so-called triboelectric series
ranking the materials by their propensity to charge either (+) or (−)
(Fig. 1a, bottom left). On the other hand, there has been a growing body of evidence22–29, dating back to the experiments in the
1940s, that the electrified surfaces are spatially inhomogeneous,
each featuring a ‘mosaic’ of (+) and (−) charges (Fig. 1a, bottom
right). Such bipolar patterns have been observed in diverse systems,
for different modes of contact/sliding/rolling25–27,30–32 and on scales
from micrometres29,33 to decimetres23,26,27 (Fig. 1b). However, their
emergence has usually been discounted as yet another manifestation of CE’s poor reproducibility12,13,34, its ‘stochastic nature’ on the
molecular scale11,35,36 or the inevitable spatial variation of material
properties before contact (elastic strain36–39, roughness40,41, breaking
strength42, surface densities of donor and acceptor sites43 or ‘islands’
of adsorbed water layers35,43–46). In the latter line of thinking, some
authors argued that the observed net-charge asymmetry after the
contact of identical materials would have been impossible without
the presence of some spatial heterogeneity that ultimately manifests as charge mosaics38,43,47–49. Noteworthy attempts at explaining these mosaics either implied problematically high densities of
donor/acceptor sites47,49, postulated a certain size of donor/acceptor domains resulting from a generic nucleation process43, and/
or treated unspecified dipole moments at surfaces, each surface
maintaining a zero charge48. Here we can finally answer some of the

fundamental questions raised by our earlier studies of charge inhomogeneities33,37,50. Specifically, we show that (+/−) charge mosaics are not an ‘incidental’ but rather an inherent feature of CE and
derive from electrostatic discharges (ESDs; sparks) that (1) occur
in the gas within the growing gap between separating surfaces and
(2) do not simply ‘discharge’ but invert the polarity in the affected
regions. We directly observe these sparks and determine factors that
control their spatial distribution, including regular ‘quasiperiodic
discharge arrays’. These high-quality data allow us to construct a
model that quantitatively explains spontaneous polarity inversion,
by the combination of Paschen’s law and hysteresis of breakdown
threshold. This model reproduces the observed charge mosaics, and
sheds new light on the fundamental nature of CE—which, as we
now understand, reflects not only the properties of the contacting
dielectrics but also the properties of the gas medium surrounding
them.
In the 1940s, Derjaguin and Krotova already suggested that peeling off an adhesive tape from a solid surface is accompanied by
an ESD51–53, which can neutralize charges developed by CE. More
recently, Putterman and co-workers54 showed that if materials are
separated at low gas pressures, discharges can generate a sequence
of nanosecond X-ray flashes, thus turning a simple sticky tape into
an X-ray source; at atmospheric pressure in air, the discharges manifest themselves as only faint flashes of visible light due to nitrogen
luminescence50,55,56. In the context of our current work, it is important to emphasize that these findings have never been correlated
with the spatial distributions of (+) and (–) charges emerging as a
result of CE, for example, when separating paper sheets22, detaching polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) from glass29, rubbing balloons24
or a flat polymer with a polymer swab25, or rolling a steel ball on
a polytetrafluoroethylene surface32 (Fig. 1b). ESDs have not been
implicated for the emergence of such bipolar mosaics, perhaps
because it has not been clear how the ‘sparks’ can not only locally
discharge but also locally invert the polarities of surfaces that were
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Fig. 1 | Charge mosaics on contact-charged dielectrics. a, In a conventional view, two electrically neutral materials (grey) brought into contact and then
separated charge uniformly (lower left), one positive (red) and one negative (blue). In an alternative scenario (lower right), each surface develops a highly
non-uniform ‘charge mosaic’ with neighbouring domains of opposite charge polarities. b, Collage of charge mosaics reported in the literature22–27,29,33 (the
years and scale bars are indicated).

uniformly charged after disjoining. The mechanism of this inversion and its relationship to charge mosaics are explained by the
experiments and models described below.

Experimental arrangement

Our experimental system (Fig. 2a,b, Supplementary Section 1.2 and
Supplementary Figs. 1 and 2) was housed in a hermetic chamber (to
control humidity or the nature of gas), and was designed to simultaneously measure electrical charge, pull force and speed; to monitor the geometry of detachment; and to visualize ESDs that might
occur (using a high-sensitivity electron-multiplying charge-coupled
device camera with a quantum efficiency of >95% and readout
noise of <1 electron per pixel). Our quantitative studies were based
on PDMS ‘stamps’ delaminating from poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) films—this pair of materials was chosen because the surfaces could be made extremely smooth (Supplementary Fig. 4),
came into conformal contact50,57 and gave reproducible charging.
After detachment of the PDMS stamp was complete, surface charge
distributions were visualized by three different methods: powdering with printer toner particles (Fig. 2e), by scanning Kelvin probe
(SKP; Fig. 2c,f) and by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) configured to visualize charge density on the film (Fig. 2g–i). Consistency
between the different charge measurement methods was confirmed
as described in Supplementary Section 6.

Experimental trends

As a result of CE, PDMS develops a net negative charge and PMMA
develops a net positive charge. However, these surface charges are
generally not uniformly distributed and feature regions of both
positive (surface charge density, σ, of up to +4.5 nC cm−2) and negative (σ down to –7.0 nC cm−2) polarities. These patterns are opposite
on PMMA and PDMS–that is, (+) regions on PMMA correspond
to (–) regions on PDMS, and (–) regions on PMMA correspond to
(+) ones on PDMS (Fig. 2e,f). The alternating polarities can form
lines (Fig. 2). The most probable local charge density of PMMA is
negative (Fig. 2d, blue vertical line) despite the positive value of
surface-averaged charge density (Fig. 2d, grey dashed vertical line),
which is the physical quantity typically used for ranking materials in the ‘triboelectric series’. Notably, neither adhesion work (Fig.
3c) nor net charge (Fig. 3b, boxplots) had as prominent a dependence on humidity as charge mosaics. In air, such (+/–) mosaics are
observed for humidity above ~40% and below ~80%; under argon,
1348

they are observed for ~30–90% humidity (Fig. 3a; Supplementary
Figs. 5a and 6a show the low-humidity uniform or tree-like patterns
due to lateral discharges50). Importantly, towards the upper bound
of these humidity ranges, the dominant patterns are relatively regular arrays of bands—narrower and more closely spaced under argon
than under air—running parallel to the delamination front. This
dependence on gas rules out the possibility that charge pattern formation is solely governed by capillary phenomena. At humidities of
90% and above, the charge map is uniform, probably because the
adsorbed water layers become thick enough to redistribute (average
out) charge across the surface58,59. The same types of charge pattern
(Fig. 3a) can be obtained also by employing rougher surfaces (that
is, PMMA spin coated from chloroform instead of toluene solution or PDMS stamp moulded against the shaped surface), but with
much lower reproducibility.
Most importantly, the patterns of alternating (+) and (−) lines
are caused by ESDs between the delaminating insulators (that is, not
due to the ESD originating from some outside conductors as that discussed elsewhere50). Figure 4c and Supplementary Video 1 show the
high-speed, high-sensitivity images taken during delamination. The
sparks in bands sixth and higher are clearly visible, although they are
detected only at the edge of the camera’s sensitivity and time resolution (that is, visible on only one 3.6-ms-long frame each, in line with
prior evidence54,60 that ESD typically lasts only for nanoseconds).
Importantly, the SKP map of the PMMA surface taken after delamination evidences that the positions of these ESDs match the (–),
charge-inverted regions of the PMMA surface (Fig. 4a,b). As expected,
the sparks also correspond to the instances of time when step-like
drops are recorded by the electrometer monitoring the induced charge
on the substrate under the film (Fig. 4d): the electrometer can sense
when the stamp and film exchange charge across the gap because the
amounts of charge induced in the substrate by charges on the film
and by charges on the delaminating stamp are unequal due to the
stamp being further away from the substrate (Supplementary Section
6). The influence of plasma on PMMA, as quantified by O1s X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy peak asymmetry50,61 (different intensities
between carbonyl and methoxy oxygen peaks; Supplementary Section
1.5 and Supplementary Figs. 7 and 8), correlated with mass transfer
from PDMS to PMMA (as measured by the intensity of Si2p peak;
Supplementary Fig. 9). Interestingly, however, there were also charged
regions (visualized with SEM) over which mass transfer was below the
detection limit (Supplementary Fig. 7b).
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Fig. 2 | Visualization of bipolar charge mosaics. a, Scheme of the experiments. b, Scheme, side view and top view of a transparent PDMS stamp are
shown for time points at 3 and 10 s after the stamp begins to peel off (Supplementary Video 2). Pull force is applied to the point marked by an orange circle
(corresponding to the orange arrow in a). With time, the peeling front is moving from right to left (front locations are marked), and the bottom edge of the
detached section of the stamp lifts (dashed white line in the middle 10 s frame). In the top views, vertical stripes are a deliberate pattern of background
illumination for image processing. c, Map of charge density on the PMMA film after delamination of the arrow-shaped PDMS stamp (50 × 10 mm)
obtained with SKP. The colour bar indicating the charge density in c and f is shown under the histogram in d. d, Charge-density histogram (probability
density distributions) of the map in c. The vertical lines are zero charge density (thick black), charge density with highest probability (blue), positive charge
density with the highest probability (orange), maximum charge density (green) and mean charge density (dashed black). Note that the most probable
charge density (blue) is negative, although the mean charge density (dashed) is positive. e–i, Maps of charge on the stamp and the corresponding film
from a single experiment for the square-footprint (10 × 10 mm) case. e, Photograph of a stamp (negatively charged regions are shown in blue). The PMMA
film was mapped with an SKP (f) and SEM (g–i) by detecting secondary electrons sensitive to ~1–10 V variations in the electrical potential (a darker colour
means a more positive charge density). The green rectangles in g mark the areas magnified in h and i. Orange arrows (f and g) point to one of the edges
of the footprint zone delineating the charge mosaics (with the exception of one stripe caused by a stray spark from the stamp; blue arrow in f and g). The
white borders outside the footprint zone were not touched by the stamp and are uncharged (Supplementary Information).

We note that the speed of the delamination front might or might
not be affected by the discharges. When longer (10 × 50 × 6 mm) and
more deformable stamps are delaminated at speeds of <10 mm s–1,
an instantaneous increase in the front speed is observed after each
spark (Supplementary Figs. 10e, 11e and 12b,c and Supplementary
Video 2), when an ESD decreases the surface charge density, reducing the electrostatic attraction between the surfaces and resistance to
the external pull force—a similar effect was previously reported for
CE between mercury and glass60 and for peeling off an adhesive tape
to generate X-rays54 (Supplementary Fig. 12a). In these reports54,60,
movement always happened after the spark—not before it. Our
data confirm this order of events (Supplementary Figs. 10e, 11e
and 12b,c), and with it the cause–effect relationship. On the other
hand, when smaller and less deformable stamps (10 × 10 × 6 mm)
are rapidly delaminated (10–30 mm s–1), no abrupt changes in the
velocity front are observed despite discharges and bipolar patterns
still forming. These results tell us that ESD and formation of bipolar
patterns are not caused by the discontinuities of peeling speed and
the elasticity-based ‘stick–slip’ effects, but were themselves the cause
of peeling-speed changes whenever such changes were seen.
The mosaics observed at different scales are topologically
related in the sense that their power spectral density PSD(f)—that
is, direction-averaged squared amplitude of the two-dimensional
Fourier transform that is used for comparing the contributions of

the image’s harmonic components having different spatial periods—
roughly follow the same power law, that is, PSD(f) proportional f−1,
over four orders of magnitude of spatial frequency f, although there
is a noticeable variation from sample to sample and between literature data (Supplementary Fig. 19 and ref. 24). In agreement with
the observations of another study24, we observe the flattening of
the PSD at the low-frequency end of the spectrum (Supplementary
Fig. 24c). At the millimetre scale and above, we observed a sublinear dependence of area-integrated charge on the area of integration (Supplementary Figs. 13–18 and Supplementary Section 4)—a
trend so far was reported only for the CE of identical materials49 and
believed to be a basic feature of primary charge emergence43,47, but
present observations suggest that such a sublinear trend can instead
be a product of subsequent ESDs.

Theoretical interpretation

With the above experimental observations, the key question to
answer is why spontaneous discharges (sparks) not only dissipate
the surface charges but invert their polarities at the ends of the spark.
Considering a gas of dielectric constant ε between two uniformly
and oppositely charged (+σ0 and −σ0) non-conductive surfaces,
we invoke three interrelated facts: (1) as the gas gap l between the
surfaces grows (as during delamination), the critical electric field
Ei(l) necessary for initiating gas breakdown decreases according to
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Fig. 3 | Dependence of bipolar charge mosaics on the nature of gas and RH. a, Patterns of charge on net-negatively charged PDMS stamps as a function
of gas (argon or synthetic air) and humidity during the experiment at a pulling speed of 0.4 mm s−1. Negatively charged areas are visualized by the
charged toner powder (cyan, contrast adjusted). For air, mosaics disappear when RH either drops below 40% or rises above 80%. Supplementary Fig. 5
shows the corresponding SKP charge maps for films and Supplementary Fig. 6 shows the influence of the peeling rate. For argon, patterns are visible for
30% < RH < 90%; ‘stripes’ at higher RH are narrower and more closely spaced than in air. b, Influence of air’s RH (horizontal axis) on the charging of the
PMMA film: surface-averaged charge density is shown by black boxplots (medians are blue, boxes are 25% and 75% percentiles, whiskers are 5% and
95% percentiles, outliers are empty black circles) reflecting data distribution over independent experiments; the most probable positive charge density is
denoted by orange circles (Fig. 2i,k, orange line), the most positive pixels in the charge-map histograms correspond to green circles (Fig. 2i,k, green line).
The yellow zone is the range of humidities for which the charge mosaics are observed (a). The grey dashed line is a guide for the eye—once the charge
mosaics emerge, the average charge density drops below this trend, although the most probable positive charge density still follows it. c, Influence of
humidity on the experimentally obtained work of adhesion. Boxplot parameters are as in b, and the empty circles are outliers.

Paschen’s law51–53,62,63; (2) simultaneously, electric field E = σ0/ε in the
gap remains uniform and constant and, at some point, exceeds Ei(l)
resulting in the ESD ‘spark’; (3) electric current through this channel transports charge between the two surfaces, and reduces the
magnitudes of surface charge density over the affected regions as
well as E along the axis of the spark. The gas discharge and the concomitant transport of charge are sustained until the electric-field
magnitude drops below the extinction limit Ee, which is smaller
than the ignition limit Ei. Importantly, reaching Ee may necessitate
that the charges be inverted over the regions of discharge. Indeed,
basic electrostatics tells us that when the charge density is modulated by Δσ over a small (size R) area of a large, uniformly charged
plane (Supplementary Fig. 20), electric field at large distances from
this plane (D ≫ R) is modulated only weakly and proportionally to
ΔσR2/D2. In other words, even a weak modulation of the electric
field far away from the charge-bearing surface might require strong
modulation of the charge density of a small spot at the surface—in
fact, to extinguish an ignited spark, the surface charge density σ at
this spot might even cross zero and change polarity (Fig. 5).
The theoretical possibility of such inversion—for realistic system
dimensions and even when the areas touched by the ESD are larger
than the gap between the surfaces—is supported by analytical arguments (Supplementary Sections 2 and 3) and by a more detailed
computational model (Fig. 6). Our model relies on the macroscopic geometry of the problem (stamp dimensions, detachment
angle and stamp deformation), dielectric constants of respective
1350

materials, Paschen’s law of the surrounding gas (known from the
literature for a given gas, including contributions from field emission at the micrometre-scale gaps; Supplementary Figs. 26 and 27),
immediate post-contact surface charge density σ0 (which we treat
as a free parameter because it cannot be predicted ab initio) and
literature-based hysteresis constant K (the ratio between the
electric-field limits for ESD ignition and extinction). As we simulate the course of delamination at a constant angle of detachment
of 10° (matching our experiments) by progressively changing the
macroscopic geometry, each freshly disjoined surface element is initially assigned a uniform charge density σ0 or −σ0 (depending on the
surface), and the electrostatic field is continuously being calculated
by a finite element method (FEM) for the entire simulation domain.
The progress of simulation is illustrated in a step-by-step manner in
Fig. 6a,b. The ESD plasma channel can emerge along an
electrical-field line (of some length l) spanning from a point on one
charged surface to a point on the other (Fig. 6a, grey curves), provided that the maximum magnitude Emax (Fig. 6b, grey dots) of electric field along this channel exceeds ignition limit Ei(l) obtained by
using l as the gap value in Paschen’s law (Fig. 6b, solid grey line). The
current through each active ESD channel continues to modify the
charge densities at the channel’s opposite ends until the electric-field
magnitude drops below the extinction limit Ee(l) = KEi(l) (Fig. 6b,
dashed grey curves; hysteresis constant K = 0.375 based on the literature data; and Supplementary Fig. 28) for all the active ESDs. Note
that polarity reversal might be needed to reach the extinction limit
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(Fig. 6b(iii)). Figure 6b(iv) illustrates that the ESD channels in the
regions delaminating first—where the gap is wider (shown in the
plot on the ‘right’)—take longer to extinguish than those delaminating later (shown in the plot on the ‘left’); consequently, the ‘right’
edge becomes more negative. This behaviour is a natural consequence of Paschen’s law (inhibiting ESD at smaller gaps) and is actually seen in the experiments (Fig. 2c, Fig. 6c (theoretical profiles)
and Fig. 6d (experimental profiles; regions marked by short black
arrows)). Once all the activated ESDs are extinguished, delamination proceeds until conditions for the next ESD event are met. As
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delamination continues between the ESD events, intersurface gaps
widen and make the field lines longer; this means that the whole
sequence of grey dots in Paschen’s plot shifts ‘to the right’ until its
‘convex’ part meets the concave Paschen’s curve Ei(l) and a new ESD
ignites (Fig. 6b(iv), ‘next discharge’). As shown in the simulation
(Supplementary Video 3), this behaviour eventually results in a
charge density map exhibiting a quasiperiodic sequence of stripes
that are polarity inverted by ESD events. The ‘right’ edges of the
simulated stripes are more often negative only for σ0 = 7–9 nC cm−2,
since the dynamics emerging in the numerical model proved to be
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Fig. 6 | Theoretical model for ESD events during detachment of contact-charged surfaces. a,b, Panels (i)–(v) illustrate the consecutive phases of
simulation, along with the side views of the separating surfaces (a) and the corresponding Paschen’s plots (b). Each grey dot in Paschen’s plot corresponds
to one electrical-field line, showing the length of the field line (horizontal axis) and the maximum magnitude of the electric field (vertical axis) on the
field line. The solid black curves indicate the ESD ignition limit and the dashed black curves indicate the extinction limit of the electric-field magnitude.
Delamination progresses (i) until the condition for ESD ignition is satisfied (ii) whereupon delamination is halted ((ii)–(iii)) and the charge densities are
updated according to the direction of current flow through the active ESD channels ((iii)–(iv)) until the electric-field magnitude drops below the extinction
limit for all the active ESDs in (iv) (green dots in b and green field lines in a). After all the active ESDs extinguish, delamination is resumed until the
condition for ESD ignition is met again (v). During an ESD event, as a result of charge density being modified in a region touched by the ESD, the electric
field in the neighbouring areas is lowered, too—as in (iii) where the grey dots on Paschen’s plot next to the ESD area are dragged down along with the
green dots of the active ESD that are moving down towards the extinction limit Ee (the main text provides further details). c–f, Surface-charge-density
maps produced by the theoretical model starting from different values of initial uniform charge density (Supplementary Fig. 23) and computed using the
literature data for Paschen’s law in air (c) (Supplementary Fig. 26) or in argon (e) (Supplementary Fig. 27). The sections of experimental maps of surface
charge density on the PMMA film after detachment of the PDMS stamp in air (d) or argon (f) for the given RH values. The short black arrows in c–f mark
the strongly negatively charged ‘right’ edges of the region covered by an ESD (the main text provides details).

more intricate than the simplified reasoning outlined above with
respect to discharged stripes’ asymmetry.
Alternating-polarity lines produced by the model become
thinner with increasing σ0 (Fig. 6c and Supplementary Fig. 23),
although this trend is monitored here only to around two orders
of magnitude below the stamp’s dimension, that is, down to the
100 μm scale (the use of much smaller elements in FEM becomes
computationally very costly). In principle, if micrometre gaps
were resolved, Paschen’s law would dictate the formation of
sub-micrometre mosaics (such as those observed elsewhere29,33)
for σ0 ≈ 1,000 nC cm−2 (that is, for charge densities experimentally
recorded in smaller gaps62,63). We note that the discharges can occur
on multiple scales, in a self-similar (Supplementary Fig. 25a–c)
process: very close to the delamination front, where σ0 is the highest, the ESDs are inverting smaller/thinner areas; as delamination continues, the same region—but now with a reduced charge
density—can spark over a wider gap to invert the surface charge
over a wider pattern (Supplementary Fig. 25d,e shows a manifestation of this effect). To probe the outcomes for different σ0 values and
compare them with the simulated patterns, we used the variation
in humidity to tune σ0, even though we expected the relationship
between them to be non-monotonous because the overall role of
water in CE is convoluted and poorly understood13,19,44. Specifically,
no mosaics are observed if σ0 is too low, that is, at low humidities (relative humidity (RH), ~30%): in this regime, the observed
final charge density is simply equal to its initial value σ0 (3 nC cm–2;
Fig. 3b)—for this σ0, the model predicts no mosaics, too (Fig. 6c,
top). At an intermediate RH of 60–70%, σ0 maximizes, creating
mosaics where narrow features of single ESDs are densely spaced
(Fig. 6d, bottom). At high humidities of RH ≈ 80% (Fig. 6d, middle), the well-resolved periodicity of the experimental mosaics can
be attributed to the reduced σ0, which is in line with both Fig. 3b
and the results described elsewhere64,65. Overall, the dependence of
σ0 on humidity maximizes at intermediate values of RH (an observation that still requires further studies to be fully understood). The
slight increase in thresholds Ei(l) and Ee(l) with humidity can be
neglected (<10% change over the whole range of 0–100% RH)66–68.
When delamination is performed under argon, whose thresholds
Ei(l) and Ee(l) are lower than those of air (Supplementary Fig. 27),
the theoretical range of σ0 over which the patterns appear is shifted
towards lower values—this would explain why, under argon, charge
mosaics could be experimentally obtained over a broader range of
humidities than under air (Fig. 3). Finally, since this simulation
procedure has no explicit timescale, it implies that the peeling
velocity does not influence its theoretical predictions. This agrees
with experimental observations that the peeling velocity influences neither contact charge19,49 nor brightness of ESDs during
delamination55. The delamination speed barely had any effect on

the pattern observed (Supplementary Fig. 6a) or on the net charge
(Supplementary Fig. 6e).
The model—based on only two free parameters, namely, σ0 and
K—is certainly simplified: its two dimensionality implies that it
cannot reproduce all the nuances of the experimental patterns (for
example, tree-like patterns observed for 30–40% RH, stripes versus
charge dots within the stripes), and the treatment of ESD is rudimentary, not accounting for the stochastic nature of the ESD avalanche (Supplementary Fig. 22c) or surface-material dependence
of ignition threshold at micrometre-scale gaps (Supplementary
Fig. 26). On the other hand, it provides satisfactory order-of-magnitude
estimates of the mosaics’ charge densities, stripe widths and interstripe distances, as long as the latter two are large enough to be spatially resolved by both model and experimental mapping techniques
(poor performance is observed at σ0 = 7 nC cm−2 and 68% RH;
Fig. 6c,d). Interestingly, the PSDs of the modelled charge maps for
σ0 = 7 nC cm−2 look similar to the experimental PSD of SKP maps
at 0.5–50.0 mm scales (Supplementary Fig. 24c), and reproduce the
low-frequency flattening observed elsewhere24. On the other hand,
the modelled PSD curves strongly vary with σ0 (Supplementary
Fig. 24a,b), and therefore, it remains unclear whether the universality of experimental f−1 spectrum at smaller scales (Supplementary
Fig. 19) can be derived from the present model.

Conclusions

In conclusion, we showed how ESDs between contact-electrified
materials can locally invert the surface charges and give rise to
(+/−) mosaics. Understanding how and under which conditions
these processes occur should be taken into account when applying
the concept of a ‘triboelectric series’ to anything other than the net
charge of the entire contact-electrified surface. It may be also useful
to control the strong and potentially harmful ESDs (for example, in
favour of more but smaller discharges) or in minimizing the attractive forces between surfaces55, for example, between contact-charged
grains/powder particles (for example, mosaics attract less strongly
than uniformly charged particles and thus flocculate less readily). We lack direct evidence that ESDs are solely responsible for
micrometre-scale (+/−) mosaics, which were observed even at low
(24%) humidity33 and are believed to be crucial for explaining why
macroscopic charge develops at all on disjoining identical materials43,47. Our simple model starts with non-zero initial charge densities on separating surfaces; therefore, it can only describe events
that happen after the initial (primary) charge has emerged, not the
emergence itself.
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Methods

Experimental details. During a contact-charging experiment, a centimetre-sized
‘stamp’ of PDMS (5:1 w/w base to crosslinker) with 50 × 10 mm or 10 × 10 mm
footprint and an arrow-shaped ending facilitating detachment was prepared by
moulding against an atomically flat Si wafer, cured, detached and exposed to soft
X-rays (Hamamatsu L12536; tube voltage, 4.9 kV) to remove any residual charge.
This stamp was placed onto a thin and ultrasmooth (556 ± 6 nm; Supplementary
Fig. 4) PMMA film (350,000 g/mol; Sigma-Aldrich) supported on a Si wafer
(p type, B-doped volume; electrical resistivity, 6.5 × 10−2 Ω m) and prepared
by spin coating followed by drying (thicker and unsupported PMMA was also
used; although, in this case, it could not be mapped using SKP; Supplementary
Fig. 31 shows the toner-powdered examples). The stamp was left on PMMA for
45 min (to ensure conformal contact50,57) and was then delaminated from this
support, starting from the pointed end, by using a pulling system actuated by
a computer-controlled translational stage. The force and speed of the pull were
continuously recorded, whereas the camera provided the instantaneous top and
side views of the delamination front (Fig. 2b and Supplementary Video 2). During
this procedure, the electrometer continuously recorded at 440 readings per second.
Before the onset of peeling, the pull speed of the linear stage was kept at 5 µm s–1
until the onset of delamination was detected by the control software: the slowly
growing pull force (monitored via the balance; Supplementary Figs. 10g,h and
11g,h) reached the maximum and began to drop at the onset. Once the onset is
detected, the pull speed of the linear stage was switched from 5 µm s–1 to the user’s
target value (we tested values from 0.1 to 0.6 mm s–1; Supplementary Fig. 6).
For the real-time imaging of ESD sparks (Fig. 3 and Supplementary Video 1),
a conventional camera was replaced by a high-sensitivity electron-multiplying
charge-coupled device camera (quantum efficiency, >95%; readout noise,
<1 electron per pixel) and illumination was turned off. The silicon substrate
was electrically connected to the ground via an electrometer that recorded the
dynamics of the image charge developed on the substrate during the experiment
(Supplementary Section 6).
Surface charge distributions were visualized by powdering with printer toner
particles (Canon cartridge 418 cyan (Supplementary Fig. 32); results shown in Figs.
2e and 3a and Supplementary Figs. 6 and 31), by SKP (a modified KP Technologies
SKP5050 setup; Fig. 2c,f and Supplementary Fig. 5) and by SEM (FEI Verios 460)
configured to visualize the charge density on the film (the darker colour in Fig. 2g–i
means more positive charge density; Supplementary Fig. 30 shows the relation) by
using an Everhart–Thornley secondary electron detector with a bias set at 100 V.
The accelerating voltage was 500 V, beam current was 25 pA and magnification was
×100. A single frame was acquired with 32 times integration and 50 ns dwell time.
Consistency between the different charge measurement methods (for example, net
charge as measured by the electrometer versus net charge obtained by integrating
the SKP map) was confirmed (Supplementary Section 6).
Film-thickness maps were measured by analysing the reflectance spectra
in the visible range collected at individual points of the film by a scanning
microspectrometer (CRAIC 20/30 PV; Supplementary Section 7).
Data analysis was performed using custom Python 3.7.3 scripts. Time points
of ESD events were detected by applying a convolution filter with a step kernel
(one-dimensional analogue of a sharp Canny filter) to a coulomb-meter recording.

Supplementary Section 8 provides an analysis of the PSDs. A median filter was
applied to the optical recordings of ESDs (Fig. 4b,c). The work of adhesion was
estimated as the work of pulling stage—by numerically integrating the recording
of the pull force (from the balance) over the stage’s displacements (Supplementary
Figs. 10g and 11g).
The computational model was implemented as a Python code interfaced to
COMSOL Multiphysics v. 5.4 package for obtaining the electrostatic fields (FEM
solution of the two-dimensional Poisson problem). Supplementary Fig. 22a,b
shows the parametrization of geometry and Supplementary Section 5 provides
other details.
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